
Machiavelli 

Compiled by Heather  and Olivier (2/4/10) 

 

Find below instructional information for the two day discussion on Machiavelli. 

 

1. Review of documents available on WHGC Faculty guide: 

 
Bill Kelly’s power point presentation contains information and slides he used in the 

past during his lecture. At this point, the slide on the hierarchy of power might be the 

most useful. Slides are difficult to put into context without his lecture. 

 

The Concept of Power document is extremely useful to engage the students on the first 

day and introduce the theme of Power. 

 

Power Discussion Questions are not useful at this point. Most questions are designed to 

consider the concept of Power across several works. It should be kept for a “section day”. 

 

We also recommend to read the following documents since they contain a pletora of 

questions, ideas, and passages that can be used during the discussions. (No need to 

consult the other documents at this point). 

 

o Jeopardy questions on Machiavelli  

o Problem of Power  

o Machiavelli's Ideas of Human Nature  

o Teaching Suggestions for Machiavelli 

 

2. Objectives: 
 

o Introduce and frame the concept of Power 

o Introduce the context of this writing: Machiavelli’s biography and Italy at the time 

o Highlight Machiavelli’s main arguments and recommendations 

o Discuss the relevance of the main points on human nature, selfishness and power, 

patriotism, national greatness, virtue, fortune, morality, respect of laws, ethics and 

politics, national unity, authority,  

o For the adventurous: Introduce the Renaissance, what is a democracy and a 

republic? 

 

3. Information that  places the work in context 

 

I (Ollie) use the (adapted) piece developed a long time ago by Tony B. for this course. I 

have attached it under the name Machiavelli Bio and context. I have also attached a map 

that shows the division of Italy at the time of the writing.  

 

4. Why this work influenced WH, relates to the theme of power and other works in 

this section. 
 



Tony B. had developed a handout that I always consult to remind myself of the themes 

and important questions this work raises. The document is attached as The Prince – 

Ideas and Principles 

 

5. Pedagogy for teaching 

 

The suggestion is to start with the biography, historical context, and a discussion of the 

theme of power using the 5 “concept of power” definitions. Ask students to give 

examples of each of these categories. Then, to turn to the text using various methods. 

 

Following is a series of questions for each chapter (Did Lee Hilliker develop those?), a 

group exercise (Thanks to Heather Vincent), and a small activity. 

 

A. Questions (and suggested  answers) on the text: 

 
Questions that allow for a discussion of some ethical considerations about the use of 

power in the name of the state. Machiavelli makes a good comparison here with Mencius 

and Plato.  

 

First:  Look at the opening dedication. Why does Machiavelli dedicate this book to 

Prince Lorenzo?  

 

Chapter 5: How Cities which before their acquisition have lived under their own 

laws are to be governed 
 

a)What are the options open to a Prince who takes over a previously self-governing 

people? which options does Machiavelli believe will be most successful?  

 

- to destroy it, to reside there, to suffer to live under its own law 

- he thinks one should destroy it or live among them 

 

b) Why is it so difficult to conquer Republics? What does this observation indicate about 

Machiavelli's regard for the republican form of government? 

 

- he basically thinks that a republic offers more freedom than a Princedom. 

People are used to have their way and take part in the decision making, 

therefore, one cannot impose a new rule upon them. 

-  (Talking about this subject exposes us to the remarkably modern definition of the 

concept of state. It is truly magical that people can be induced to identify themselves and 

their lives with a nation and state. Republics help them do this--and thus, the state that 

best survives always "rules in the name of the people." In the modern era, even 

dictatorships claim to rule in the name of the people!!)  

 

Chapter 6:  New Princedom which a Prince acquires with his own arms or by merit 
 

a) Why does Machiavelli claim that Moses is a great leader?  



 - He is a teacher, he benefited from Fortune (right place at right time). He had 

leadership qualities unabling him to talk to God, but had the merit to recognize the 

opportunity. 

 

b) Machiavelli discusses ability or skill, and fortune or luck in politics. Which is more 

valuable and why?  

 - Clearly M. understands that good and bad luck are a part of political life. It is the 

ability to respond to the changes of fortune that is important to the successful leader, i.e. 

Prince. But he does indicate that if force is used, success will follow. He believes in using 

force..  

 

c) Do you agree with Machiavelli when he writes: “” The temper of the multitude is …in 

that persuasion”? (14) 

 

d) According to Machiavelli, can one be in power without being armed? 

 - yes, but when the population loses faith in its ruler, force is the ultimate tool. 

 

Chapter 7: Of new Princedoms acquired by the aid of others and by good fortune  

 

a) Does acquiring through Fortune present problems, which ones and why? 

 - yes, because unless the new ruler acquiring a position by Fortune is extremely 

talented at ruling, he will face difficulties. People will compare him to the ex ruler that 

had proven himself by Merit. 

 

b) What does this chapter reveal of the context and situation in Italy at the time of the 

writing? 

 - clearly, the country (not yet defined) is riddled with conflicts between 

princedoms and rulers only think of being or staying in power. There is no attention to 

being considerate towards the population. They are simply a tool for personal 

achievements. 

 

c) What did Cesare Borgia do that Machiavelli finds so virtuous and admirable? 

 - M. makes a big point that the smart Prince avoids being hated by the people--

and Cesare finds a way to avoid being hated. He deceives the people by blaming the 

cruelty was done by his ministers (p.18) 

 

Chapter 8: Of those who by their crimes come to be Princes 
 

Why are Agathocles' actions NOT virtuous by comparison to Cesare Borgia's. 

 

What is the difference between cruelties that are done well and those that are done 

poorly? 

 

Does M. show sympathy for the human condition?  



 

Chapter 9: Of the Civil princedom 

 
a) What does  Machiavelli’s think of the people in this chapter? Are they loyal etc…?.  

 - no, they are only looking after their interest. 

Are the interest of the elites as easily satisfied as the interest of the people? 

 

(Machiavelli argues here that the objectives and interests of the people are "less immoral" 

and more easily satisfied, than the interests of elites. Why? Of course, M. is correct in 

citing that elite interests are class interests, and cannot always be counted on to view that  

national good first).  

 

How should the wise Prince treat people?  

 

Chapter 17: Of cruelty and Clemency… 
 

Is it better to be feared than loved? 

 

( Of course this is a great discussion with students. M. argues that it is best to be feared 

AND loved, but it is often hard to have it both ways. In the absence of love, the clever 

Prince must be feared to succeed. Note that M. underscores the importance that REAL 

success lies in the interests of the leader (Prince) and people be one in the same. When 

they are not--problems will arise. Does Machiavelli believe the wise principality is 

possible?  

 

Chapter 18:  How Princes should keep faith  

 

The lion and the fox--what are their different qualities? What are the kinds of deceptions 

the fox should employ? (Machiavelli shows in his discussion of foxy deception how he 

feels about morality and religion. I see this is a blind spot--especially when you consider 

the Protestant Reformation was right around the corner-historically speaking).  

 

Why is it best to use that tactics of the fox, rather than those of the lion whenever 

possible? Must you be able to use both?  

 

What “good qualities” should a Prince have ? 

 

Chapter 21  

 

M. advises that a Prince must take sides in a war rather than remain neutral. Why??  

 

How and why should a Prince always encourage excellence and unity in his citizens? 

(Obviously, M. believed that "good" people are easier to govern. This provides a strong 

contrast with Mencius and Plato).  

 

Chapter 25  



 

How does M. characterize the prevailing attitude toward fortune (chance and luck) and 

religion in his day? Are there similarities to this time we are living in? (I would say 

YES).  

 

How should a leader perceive fortune? In Rome, Fortuna was a goddess, but M. 

continues with this gender specific reference, and speaks of controlling Fortuna? What 

kind of political attitude is conveyed in Machiavelli's picture here of the young man 

willing to abuse his spouse or lady (Dame Fortune) to control her? It is pretty macho--and 

should make people think about the point M. makes, and his choice of words. What do 

the students think of this analogy?  

 

Chapter 26  
 

This last chapter goes back to Lorenzo (the proposed audience of the text). It appeals to 

his desire for greatness....but also suggests a clever use of the Pope and Church. There is 

the signal of the skeptic (if not cynic) but then a passion for the the nation that belies any 

cynicism. The need for citizen armies, and the problems of mercenaries. The desire for 

national greatness--these are elements of modern patriotism and love of country. On the 

one hand, we have the most hard bitten analysis of the selfishness of human nature, and 

on the other, a call to national greatness.  

 

Ask students what they think about these two images--selfisness and power, v.s. national 

greatness, patriotism and virtue. Machiavelli gives us insight into our own lives, times 

and political culture--more than he gives in decent advice.  

 

Other questions:  
 

• Think about these two images--selfishness and power vs. national greatness, 

patriotism and virtue. Does Machiavelli give us insight into our own lives, times 

and political culture?  Or he gives us decent advice? 

• How do we know how to judge even the ethical underpinnings of actions that are 

taken in the name of the state, nation and people--but remain unwholesome and 

beneath our contempt? 

• What is powerful in our day and age? 

• What is the place of morality and respect for laws when ruling? 

Look at the opening dedication. Why does Machiavelli dedicate this book to Prince 

Lorenzo? 

 

B. Group exercise: We have defined power as the ability to cause someone to do something 
that s/he otherwise would not do.  In last week’s lecture, you were asked to consider whether 

power is intrinsic or extrinsic, that is, whether it derives from one’s own ability or whether it 

derives from one’s circumstances.  Machiavelli expressed a similar idea in saying that destiny 
derives both from will and from fortune. 

 

In the scenario below, which character wields the most power and which wields the least?  
Whence does the character’s power derive?  Who wields power ethically and who wields 



power unethically?  Does this scenario add anything to our definition or understanding of 

power? 
 

Princess Ilda and Malcolm, two lovers, are separated by a great river filled with sea monsters 

and dragons.  Princess Ilda wants desperately to see Malcolm but is unable to cross the river 

that separates them.  She searches in vain for a way to cross the river and evade the monsters, 
but alas, she finds no way.  One day, a centaur named Eric approaches Ilda and offers to take 

her safely across the river upon his back if she will agree to have sex with him.  He says that 

he is only who can guarantee her safety from the sea monsters.  Ilda is reluctant, but 
eventually she agrees to the bargain.  She has sex with the centaur, and he in turn transports 

her safely across the river to Malcolm.  When she arrives at the other side of the river bank, 

Malcolm is furious over Ilda’s bargain and will have nothing to do with her.  Malcolm, in 
fact, has spent the last weeks constructing a giant monster-proof arc in which he planned to 

rescue Ilda.  She has spoiled his grand design, and worse, she gave the centaur what was 

rightfully his.  Ilda wants desperately to make up with Malcolm, so she tries to enlist the help 

of her friend Neville.  Neville is an excellent negotiator and has often been successful in 
reconciling the bitterest of enemies.  Ilda begs him to intervene, but Neville, sizing up the 

centaur and Malcolm, decides that he has little to gain and much to lose.  He thus says that he 

prefers not to get involved.  Later, Ilda relates the story to an acquaintance Igor, an enormous 
hairy beast, who, seems himself to be smitten with Ilda.  Upon hearing the story, Igor 

becomes so enraged that he tears out the nearest oak from its roots with which he beats 

Malcolm within inches of his life.  Malcolm, hopelessly disfigured and lying a pool of gore, 
begs for his life.  Igor relents and slinks off to report to Ilda.  When Igor tells Ilda what he has 

done, Ilda is happy and laughs at Malcolm’s misfortune.  

 

1. First, rank the characters (1-5) according to the amount of power they wield in this 
scenario.  Identify the source of the character’s power. 

 

   Power-ranking    Source 
 

Ilda   

Malcolm  

Eric   
Neville   

Igor   

 
2. Next, comparatively rank the characters from 1 to 5 based on your perception of his/her 

ethical use of power, with 1 = the character who behaves most ethically (or least offensively), 

and 5=the character who behaves least ethically.  Compare your evaluations with the other 
group members, and then discuss the individual rankings until you arrive at a group 

consensus.  You must arrive at consensus within 15 minutes. 

 

   Individual    Group 
 

Ilda   

Malcolm  
Eric   

Neville  

Igor 
 



C.  Leadership and Morality Activity 
 

1.) Which of the following personal characteristics do you look for in a President? 

Mark an x in the appropriate column for each characteristic.  

 

2.) Which of the following characteristics do you look for in a best friend? Mark an 0 

in the appropriate columns for each characteristic.  

 

   Necessary  Preferred  Allowable  Not Allowed  

 

Honest  

Compassionate  

Deceitful  

Chaste (w/in marriage)  

Good Speaker  

Religious  

Generous  

Cruel  

Courageous  

Intellectually curious  

Extroverted  

Patriotic  

Greedy  

Wealthy  

 

 

Why were or weren't your X's and O's in the same place? Are there any characteristics 

here that you think might be essential for a president or friend? Would any of these 

characteristics automatically disqualify someone?  

 
  

6. Additional questions to highlight concepts and terminology 
 

- Is it better for someone with power to be loved or feared?  

- would you want a president that you fear?  

- would you want president Obama to act cruelly?  

- are there any times when cruelty is a virtue for a leader?  

- for army commanders?  

- sports coaches?  

 

- For Machiavelli, when is cruelty a bad thing?  

- p. 23 mid - when it's gratuitous  

- p. 44 - not so much cruelty that you are hated  

 

- Would you want pres. Obama to be a fox or a lion? - which one is he?  

- What is Machiavelli's definition of a fox? P. 46   

 



 Virtu and fortuna  

- p. 13 mid - there are two things here that Machiavelli thinks help a leader:Virtú and 

Fortuna. - what do they mean?  

- what does Machiavelli mean by fortune?  ( this is a very new way of looking at the 

world - - your fate does not seem to directly depend on God's will)  

- what does Machiavelli mean by virtue?  

- read the example of Cesare Borgia and Remiro p. 17-18. How does Machiavelli judge 

Borgia?  P. 19 bottom . How is this virtue?  

- Virtú is more like ability.  the ability to deal with what ever comes.. Again, this is 

different from traditional Christian values since Christian virtues are not emphasized  

 

Should we read this book in this class?  

- isn't it immoral?  

- does Machiavelli think morality is a bad thing? P. 46 bottom  

- is this a book that you want future leaders of the country to study?  

 

What does Machiavelli think of human nature? At least of the common  

people?  

- p. 14,  

- is he basically right?  

- what do you think Machiavelli would think of democracy? Foolish or stable?  

 

Where are women in this book?  

- no women mentioned ? 

- p. 68 mid - fortune is a woman that needs to be beaten   

 


